
European travel demand remained weak in early 2021 as international tourist arrivals dropped 83% in the first

quarter of the year compared to the same period in 2020[1]. The gradual easing of restrictions, the ramp-up in

vaccinations in Europe, and the reopening of the EU to fully vaccinated travellers from third countries provide some

momentum ahead of the peak summer months. Downside risks remain following the surge in infections of the more

transmissible Covid-19 Delta variant, which could force the return of travel restrictions.

[1] UN World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO)

The vaccine roll-out briefly boosted traveller

confidence, but record high levels of new

infections from April onwards (including a new

variant) is significant and has prompted most

destinations to impose prohibitive arrivals

restrictions on India to combat the risk.

3 in 5 reporting destinations posted declines in excess of 80%

TOURISM REBOUND FEELS WITHIN SIGHT AHEAD OF THE SUMMER SEASON

 

Croatia (+82%), Turkey (+74%), and Serbia (+32%)

all reported arrivals growth from Russia

compared to the same period a year ago.

However, in general, Russian travel demand has

shifted from international to local destinations.
15 out of 21 reporting destinations saw Indian

arrivals drop by over 75%
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Lack of demand seems due to the Chinese

government restricting Chinese airlines to just

one weekly international route to any specific

country. Romania (-64%) and Turkey (-72%)

had the lowest decline in Chinese arrivals.

Relative to April 2019, international RPK was down 87%, while

domestic RPK was 26% lower.

Latest data from Eurocontrol show a wide variation in airport

traffic across European destinations, ranging from -48% in

Turkey to -82% in Denmark compared with 2019 levels.

As the health situation in the US improves,

restrictions on US arrivals have eased

According to ForwardKeys’ data to May,

issued tickets from the US to Croatia (+0.5%)

and Iceland (+22.7%) have surpassed 2019

levels, while Greece is just 10.9% behind.

Tokyo's state of emergency due to the COVID-19

pandemic has severely limited outbound travel

demand. Serbia (-77%) saw the smallest decline in

Japanese arrivals.

 

Where restrictions are more favourable towards
them, Russians have travelled internationally

Chinese domestic travel appeared to recover

2019 volumes in April, while international

demand remains well below 2019

Data Sources: TourMIS, Tourism Economics, STR Global,

Transparent, IATA, Eurocontrol, ForwardKeys.

Only Montenegro (+6%) reported arrivals

growth from Canada for 2021

Industry Performance

COVID-19 Significantly Influenced Demand from Key Overseas Markets

In Europe, total RPK have shown limited signs of improvement

in recent months; in April RPK volumes were 82% below their

2019 equivalent.

Recent developments indicate a strong willingness to travel.

Announcements of new travel bubbles, quarantine

exemptions or roadmaps to reopening borders have often

been followed by an uptick in travel bookings.

The Canadian government advises against any

non-essential travel from Canada and a mandatory

stay of up to three nights at a government-

authorised accommodation is required for any

returning air travellers.

All 21 reporting destinations saw arrivals decline

in excess of 75% from Japan

FOR DETAILED RESULTS, PLEASE HAVE A LOOK AT
THE FULL REPORT

While global RPKs were still 65% lower compared to April

2019, April 2021 represented the most improved month since

the onset of the pandemic.

Global Hotel Performance

Austria -97%

Source: TourMIS  *date varies (Jan-May) by destination

Czech Republic

Slovakia
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Latvia

-96%

-96%

-92%

-91%

In Europe, as tighter restrictions and lockdowns remained in

place well into Q2, signs of recovery are absent, with declines in

all 3 hotel performance metrics: occupancy (-29%), ADR (-21%)

and RevPAR (-44%).

Global Air Passenger Traffic Growth

European short-term rental reservations have recovered to

-33% of 2019 levels during the second quarter of 2021. Demand

is currently strongest in Germany and France.

Special Focus:

Long-Haul Travel Recovery

Europe recovery in travel segments

The United States will make the most significant contribution

to Europe-wide travel demand growth (+5%) between 2019-30

from a long-haul source market.

Source market contribution to growth in Europe, 2019-30

The restoration of long-haul demand’s pre-pandemic market

share will be slow, not regaining its 2019 market share until

2030 due to the economic scarring caused by the pandemic-

induced recession weighing on long-haul travel demand.

Overnights arrivals to Europe from long-haul source markets

Domestic visitor nights at European destinations are expected

to return to 2019 volumes by 2022. Intra-regional and long-haul

source markets are expected to recover by 2023 and 2025

respectively.

Despite accounting for a smaller proportion of arrivals to

Europe, an expected robust average annual growth rate of 12%

would see Chinese arrivals contribute 4.7% of overall arrivals

growth to European destinations over the 2019-30 period.

https://www.tourmis.info/index_e.html
https://www.tourismeconomics.com/
https://str.com/
https://seetransparent.com/en/
https://www.iata.org/
https://www.eurocontrol.int/
https://forwardkeys.com/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/european-tourism-2021-trends-prospects-q2-2021/

